
second journey: eartrip compilation # 2

1. David Grundy – Borne on the Fourth of July (excerpt) (10:00)
David Grundy (electronics). Home recording (04/07/09).

2. Massimo Magee – Nature Boy (12:48)
Massimo Magee (clarinet). Array Music 02 http://arraymusic.wordpress.com/ 

3. Peter Breslin/ J.A. Deane – Duo (10:09)
Peter Breslin (piano) J.A. Deane (samples)
Live at the College of Santa Fe, Friday, 6/7/2007.
Recording by Stephen Schmidt/ Fly on the Wall Productions. 

4. Stek – Chapter 1: Genesis (9:09)
Hubert Spall (soprano sax) Oscar Lomas (flute)
Robert Van Stekelenberg (piano) Tim Clark (bass) Tris Harris (drums)

5. Parallax – Untitled (10:42)
Stian Omenås (trumpet, percussion) Are Lothe Kolbeinsen (guitar, 
prepared guitar) Ulrik Ibsen Thorsrud (drums, percussion).
Live recording from UK tour, May 2009.

6. Lee Noyes/ Dennis Bathory-Kitsz – Wooden Kind (9:29)
Dennis Bathory-Kitz (extended voice) Lee Noyes (prepared piano)

7. Lycanthrope Oboe – Wolf Shop (excerpt) (13:12)
Jacken Waters (electric guitar, effects). 
Live at The Shop, XVIII Jesus Lane, Cambridge (13/03/2009). 

8. Daniel Larwood – Ambient Improvisation (5:04)
Daniel Larwood (electric guitar)
Live at The Shop, XVIII Jesus Lane, Cambridge (13/03/2009). 

http://arraymusic.wordpress.com/


A BRIEF NOTE

Another issue brings another journey in sound, with this second eartrip MP3 
compilation album. The travelling metaphor might perhaps be more appropriate 
than one might think, if one bears in mind the native Australian practices which 
Bruce Chatwin investigates in his book ‘The Songlines’: according to Aboriginal 
myths, lines of creation were passed down through the generations in the form of 
songs, which were thus imbued with extreme significance. 

“Each totemic ancestor, while travelling through the country, was thought to  
have scattered a trail of words and musical notes along the line of his  
footprint…These dreaming tracks lay over the land as ‘ways’ of  
communication between the most far-flung tribes.

[,,,]

In theory, at least, the whole of Australia could be read as a musical score.  
There was hardly a rock or creek in the country that could not or had not  
been sung. One should perhaps visualise the Songlines as a spaghetti of  
Iliads and Odysseys, writhing this way and that, in which each ‘episode’ [or  
sacred site] was readable in terms of geology.

[…]

By singing the world into existence…the Ancestors had been poets in the  
original sense of poesis, meaning ‘creation’….The man who went  
‘Walkabout’ was making a ritual jurney. He trod in the footprints of his  
Ancestor. He sang the Ancestor’s stanzas without changing a word or note  
– and so recreated the Creation.”

Bruce Chatwin, ‘The Songlines’ (Vintage, 2003 (1987), pp.13-14

Such beliefs may, initially, seem far from this music, based as it is around 
newness rather than the repetition of the old, and often created with modern 



means and, seemingly, ends. Yet both the Songlines and these free 
improvisations are both, in the long run, about creation, about the making of 
sound as more than just the background hum to pre-existent power structures 
and world-views. The scent of discovery, whether of immense new continents, or, 
more often, small, teeming worlds of new detail, always wafts through the air, 
heavy with trepidation, fear, confidence, joy. 

Thus, some of the tracks herein have been recorded with technology in mind: the 
last piece, for instance, creates ambient washes from an electric guitar which 
would be impossible without various switches and pedals. But with these it 
creates an impact that would be made, and experience that could exist, 
technology or no technology: the possibility of human sound. 

Again, the geography of performers featured on the compilation is diverse: 
America, Australia, Scandinavia, England, New Zealand. In any case, geography 
isn’t exactly a reliable criteria by which to judge variance: contrast, for example, 
the approaches to solo guitar playing on the first and last tracks. Both were, as it 
happens, recorded on the same occasion, in the same country, and both are 
improvised soundscapes which in some sense deal with the legacy of the electric 
guitar as a rock and post-rock instrument. Elsewhere on this compilation, the jazz 
tradition comes in through Massimo Magee’s wonderful, semi-abstracted version 
of ‘Nature Boy’: equally at home in jazz and free improvisation, he brings an 
improv sensibility to the old standard. Breslin and Deane duo dangerously and 
thunderously, making the unusual combination of electronics and piano work, 
while STEK’s rumbling hesitancies dispense with straightforward statement in 
favour of group explorations possessing a quiet intensity. Parallax display 
beautiful balance and poise as the initial calm of their music builds through the 
introduction of a gentle, swaying rhythm, to a loud and gloriously propulsive 
climax; and the Noyes/ Bathory-Kitsz pairing explore the extensions and 
dimensions (to borrow the title of a fine early Herbie Hancock album) of voice and 
piano. 

David Grundy



Musicians Featured on ‘Second Journey’

Dennis Bathory-Kitsz is a composer, author, editor, teacher, and technologist. He 
is engaged in the advancement of arts and technology from both a humanist and 
experimental perspective. An independent composer with 970 compositions, more 
than 170 commissions and over 250 North American, European and Australian 
premiers and installations, his compositional styles range from cabaret and vaudeville 
through to experimental/ avant-garde, extended voice, multimedia, sound 
environment/ soundscape, performance art, and computer and tape works. His 
website is: http://maltedmedia.com/people/bathory. 

Peter Breslin is a percussionist, pianist, composer and teacher who has performed 
extensively on the east coast and in the southwest. He studied drums with Andrew 
Cyrille in New York and piano with Shirley Ling in Philadelphia. In northern New 
Mexico, he has performed on piano in several large ensemble concerts of original 
composed and improvised music, as well as appeared on drums with a variety of 
groups. Currently, Breslin is an artist-in-residence with the Santa Fe Opera's Student 
Produced Opera Program, and writes on the arts for The Santa Fe Reporter. 
http://peterbreslin.blogspot.com. 

J.A. Deane sometimes performs on trombone, but more often on synthesizers and 
live, real-time sampler. He appeared on the pioneering 1985 live recording of ‘Cobra’ 
by John Zorn. He has recorded with Jon Hassell, and has performed extensively with 
Butch Morris. Since 1997 he has led the Out of Context ensemble which further 
explores the language of conduction developed by Butch Morris. Out of Context has 
released CDs on the Zerx and High Mayhem record labels based out of Santa Fe, NM 
and continues to explore large ensemble improvisation.

David Grundy edits this magazine. Music-wise, he performs solo (various solo 
recordings can be found at http://2009solos.multiply.com) and with the Cambridge 
Free Improvisation Society (http://cambridgeimprovisation.wordpress.com). 

Lycanthrope Oboe (Jacken Waters) is the solo project of Jacken Waters (who 
has performed as part of Desdemona Lives, Sleepwalk Something, and the 
Cambridge Free Improvisation Society, among others). The music tends to be 
centred around the use of layered, manipulated guitar, built up slowly (‘songs’ tend 
to last 10 to 20 minutes) using washes of sound, or a single riff used as a basis to 
improvise around. Jacken co-runs Petula records http://petularecords.wordpress.com 

Massimo Magee is a multi-instrumentalist from Brisbane, Australia. He has had 
tracks featured on the freejazz.org sampler and participated in the Cadavre Esquis 
collaborative project associated with the site. Live, he has performed with Lee Noyes 
and Amos Manne. Recordings are regularly released on his blog, Array Music: http://
arraymusic.wordpress.com/ 

Lee Noyes, who is based in Dunedin, New Zealand, can be found playing acoustic 
and electric guitars, drums, percussion, live sampling and electronics, live and on CD 
and download releases in collaboration with Barry Chabala, Massimo Magee, Phil 
Hargreaves and Bruno Duplant. More information can be found at his website: 
http://myspace.com/leenoyes. 

http://myspace.com/leenoyes
http://arraymusic.wordpress.com/
http://arraymusic.wordpress.com/
http://petularecords.wordpress.com/
http://cambridgeimprovisation.wordpress.com/
http://2009solos.multiply.com/
http://peterbreslin.blogspot.com/
http://maltedmedia.com/people/bathory


Stek are Robert van Stekelenberg (piano), Tim Clark (double bass), Oscar Lomas 
(reeds) and Hubert Spall (reeds). Drawing on the innovations of Paul Bley, Evan 
Parker, Peter Brotzmann, Ornette Coleman and early solo Keith Jarrett, STEK are a 
free improvising group that investigate ways of affecting change in the freely 
improvised situation without determining pitches. 'Compositions' generally involve 
stipulations as to how the leadership is passed around, changing moods and
sequences of combinations of instruments to create different musical environments. 
The musicians all live in London and play in other contexts, including jazz, blues, 
metal, contemporary classical and ambient.

Parallax are: Stian Omenås (trumpet, percussion), Are Lothe Kolbeinsen (guitar), 
prepared guitar) and Ulrik Ibsen Thorsrud (drums, percussion). This Norwegian trio 
plays attentive and playful improvised music with references as diverse as traditional 
jazz and Asian music, as well as abstract soundscapes. Rustling, crackling, stealthily 
winding and melodic, the music moves effortlessly from a mere whisper to intensely 
suggestive stretches of rhythmic improvising. The music has been compared to haiku 
poetry; atmospheric, immediate and surprising. http://myspace.com/parallaximpro

Special thanks to the musicians who contributed their recordings and their time to 
this album.

http://myspace.com/parallaximpro

